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SUMMARY

AND

CONCLUSIONS

1. The auditory cortex in the superior temporal region of the
alert rhesus monkey was explored for neuronal responses to pure
and harmonic complex tones and noise. The monkeys had been
previously trained to recognize the similarity between harmonic
complex tones with and without fundamentals. Because this suggested that they could perceive the pitch of the lacking fundamental similarly to humans, we searched for neuronal responses
relevant to this perception.
2. Combination-sensitive neurons that might explain pitch
perception were not found in the surveyed cortical regions. Such
neurons would exhibit similar responses to stimuli with similar
periodicities but differing spectral compositions. The fact that no
neuron with responses to a fundamental frequency responded
also to a corresponding harmonic complex missing the fundamental indicates that cochlear distortion products at the fundamental may not have been responsible for missing fundamentalpitch perception in these monkeys.
3. Neuronal responses can be expressed as relatively simple
filter functions. Neurons with excitatory response areas (tuning
curves) displayed various inhibitory sidebands at lower and/or
higher frequencies. Thus responses varied along a continuum of
combined excitatory and inhibitory filter functions.
4. Five elementary response classesalong this continuum are
presented to illustrate the range of response patterns.
5. “Filter (F) neurons” had little or no inhibitory sidebands
and responded well when any component of a complex tone entered its pure-tone receptive field. Bandwidths increased with intensity. Filter functions of these neurons were thus similar to
cochlear nerve-fiber tuning curves.
6. “High-resolution filter (HRF) neurons” displayed narrow
tuning curves with narrowband widths that displayed little growth
with intensity. Such cells were able to resolve up to the lowest
seven components of harmonic complex tones as distinct responses. They also responded well to wideband stimuli.
7. “Fundamental (FO) neurons” displayed similar tuning
bandwidths for pure tones and corresponding fundamentals of
harmonic complexes. This response pattern was due to lower
inhibitory sidebands. Thus these cells cannot respond to missing
fundamentals of harmonic complexes. Only physically present
components in the pure-tone receptive field would excite such
neurons.
8. Cells with no or very weak responsesto pure tones or other
narrowband stimuli responded well to harmonic complexes or
wideband noise. Such cells are classified as “wideband (WB)
neurons”.
9. “Narrowband (NB) neurons” responded well to pure tones
or other narrowband stimuli but not to harmonic complexes or
wideband noises.
IO. Neurons with high-frequency inhibitory sidebands, with
more than one best-frequency (BF) region or other complicated
response patterns have also been observed.
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II. Neuronal selectivity for various tones with distinct pitches
has never been reported. It is unlikely that pitch is tonotopically
represented in Al and other surveyed cortical regions. It remains
to be determined if tonal pitch depends on large scale parallel
processing in the principal auditory fields or a topographic representation in different cortical areas.
INTRODUCTION

The auditory cortex of mammals has been commonly
reported to be tonotopically organized (Brugge and Reale
1985; Kiang and Goldstein 1959; Merzenich and Brugge
1973; Suga et al. 1983). Thus the cortical surface of several
auditory fields can be subdivided into contiguous isofrequency bands, each being optimally excited by a narrowband of pure-tone frequencies. This organization already
exists in the cochlea where there is an orderly array of
neurons tuned to increasing frequencies along basilar
membrane from the apex to the base. At the cortical level
an organization of higher order might be expected. A reasonable hypothesis is that neurons might extract features of
biological significance from stimuli that normally lead to a
behavioral response. Such stimuli include vocalizations
used for intraspecific communication as well as sound produced by predators and prey. Most biologically relevant
sounds (e.g., vocalization) contain periodic (tonal) and
nonperiodic (noise) elements. The periodic elements generally consist of harmonic series of sinusoidal components,
that is, component frequencies are integer multiples of the
fundamental
frequency. Recognition of sound identity
(e.g., a vowel in human speech or a howl produced by
monkeys) depends on the amplitude distribution of the
components along the frequency coordinate. Thus a large
variety of voiced or other periodic sounds can be based on
the same harmonic series. A change in the period of the
sound wave-form corresponds to a proportional frequency
change of all harmonic spectral components and is perceived as change in pitch (American Standards Association
1960). If, for example, a particular monkey howl or human
vowel is presented at different pitches, the amplitude distribution along the frequency axis may remain constant
although the frequencies of all components change. The
pitch of the entire harmonic complex is identical to the
pitch of a pure sine wave at the fundamental frequency,
even if the fundamental and other components are missing
(phenomenon
of the missing fundamental).
Harmonic
complexes with clearly defined pitches are perceived as
tones. Because missing fundamental pitch perception has
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been reported for humans (de Boer 1976), cats (Whitfield
1980), birds (Cynx 1986), and the same monkeys serving as
experimental animals in the present study (Tomlinson and
Schwarz 1988), tonal pitch may be perceived by a wide
variety of higher vertebrates.
Complex-tone pitch does not simply result from distortions of sound in the cochlea, as originally assumed by von
Helmholz (1862), but to a large extent from central processing, because the missing fundamental is heard when
different upper harmonics are presented to each ear
(Houtsma and Goldstein 1972). Pitch could be calculated
from the relative separation of spectral components (along
the frequency axis) or the periodicity (along the time axis)
of the complex tone. It has, correspondingly, been proposed that pitch is extracted centrally either in the time
domain (period analysis) (de Boer 1976; Langner 1983) or
in the frequency domain (spectral analysis) (Goldstein
1973; Terhardt 1972; Wightman 1973). In either case harmonic complex tones are particularly useful for the exploration of cortical topography: if there was a tonotopical
array of perceived pitch, neurons should be selective for the
sound period, or spectral component separation, rather
than frequency. If, on the other hand, thejopographic
display simply reflects frequency, the principle for organization would more likely be the innervation pattern of the
cochlea. Although most investigators of auditory cortex
appear to tacitly assume such a cochleotopic organization,
there are also classical (Penfield and Rasmussen 1950) and
modern (Pantev et al. 1989) proposals for a truly tonotopic
organization with cortical arrays of pitch rather than frequencies.
Because much biologically relevant sound has a harmonic structure, it seems reasonable to expect neurons
sensitive to combinations of harmonic components, that is,
to definable pitches somewhere in cortex. Similar combination sensitivity for various components of echo location
calls has been found in the cortex of the mustached bat
(Suga 1984; Suga et al. 1979, 1983; Tsuzuki and Suga
1988). Previous single-unit studies employing stimuli with
harmonic spectra were limited to the sensitivity of cortical
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The subjects were three juvenile female rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta), 3 l/2-W/2
yr old, weighing between 4.5 and 6.5 kg.
All subjects (M2, A43, and M4) had been previously trained in a
psychophysical
pitch matching task, and there was evidence that
at least two of them (A42 and M3) could perceive the missing
fundamental
(Tomlinson
and Schwarz 1988).

Acoustic stimuli
A typical group of tonal stimuli for a given fundamental
frequency is illustrated in Fig. 1. Usually pure tones (solid sine wave)
were compared with complex tones consisting of the sum of either
all lowest eight components of a harmonic series (2nd row from
bottom) or the sum of several higher components
not including
the fundamental
and other low components (for example, components 3-8, bottom row in Fig. 1). Upper harmonic components
(shown as dotted curves in Fig. 1) were not presented in isolation.
Line spectra of these stimuli are shown to the right (Fig. 1). All
three stimulus types (solid curves) have the same period P and are
perceived with the same pitch (corresponding
to 100 Hz in this
example). The corresponding
frequency l/P was the parameter
systematically changed along the ordinates in Figs. 2, 4, 5, 7, 9,
10, and 11.
Pure- and complex-tone
stimuli were generated by a custombuilt digital synthesizer with a 16-bit digital-to-analogue
converter
(DAC) driven at 72 kHz. The signal was fed into a 12-bit multiplying DAC and through an eight-pole elliptical filter with a cut-
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neurons to temporal parameters of the stimulus, because
components could not be independently
manipulated
[amplitude modulated tones (Schreiner and Urbas 1988)],
[repetitive click trains (de Ribaupierre et al. 1972)]. Experiments using interrupted noise found no representation of
stimulus period in the cat (Kiang and Goldstein 1959).
This study attempts to determine how the results of either
temporal or spectral processing at lower levels might be
represented in the auditory cortex of alert monkeys. A systematic investigation of single neurons with harmonic
complex stimuli should be able to resolve the question of
a topographical
representation of pitch in the auditory
cortex.
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FIG. 1. Tonal stimuli
used are shown as solid
curves in the time domain
to the left. Their frequency
composition
(F) is illustrated
in line
spectra to the right. Dotted
sine waves represent
upper harmonics
that were not presented
in isolation but only as components
of complexes.
Second frame shows the harmonic
complex
composed of the sum of all 8 sinusoids
above, whereas
the bottom frame contains
a harmonic
complex
with the fundamental
and 2nd component
missing (sum of components
3-8). Tones Fl, Fl-8,
and F3-8 all have the same period P (10 ms in this
example).
Fundamental
frequency
1/P = Fl was
the parameter
changed along the frequency
ordinate in Figs. 2,4, 5, 7,9, 10, and 11. It is identical
with the sine-wave
frequency
for pure tones and
the fundamental
component
of a complex
regardless of the presence
(Fl-8)
or absence (F3-8)
of a sinusoid
at that frequency.
Amplitudes
are
normalized
for clarity.
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off frequency of 20 kHz. Up to 15 sinusoidal components
of
individually
specified frequency and amplitude could be digitally
summed into a complex tone. The white noise, used for search
stimuli and unit testing, was produced by a Coulbourne
SS l-02
noise generator.
The signals were switched by a Coulbourne
S84-01 rise/fall gate with linear 5-ms ramps. Sounds were presented to the animal within an electrically shielded, sound-treated
booth from an overhead speaker (ADS 200 or ADS L520). The
monkey’s head was positioned on the speaker’s axis, - 1 m from
the drivers.
The tones generated by the digital synthesizer were automatically calibrated by computer. A 0.5-in. Bruel and Kjaer condenser
microphone
was placed in the center of the space normally occupied by the animal’s head. The amplitudes
of 91 pure tones,
spaced equally along a logarithmic
scale from 80 to 18,000 Hz,
were measured by an HP 3582A spectrum analyzer and stored in
a lable in computer memory to be used as a reference for the
production
of tones of known amplitude.
Amplitudes
are expressed in decibels sound pressure level (dB SPL) relative to 2 X
10e5 N/m2. Tone amplitudes
at intermediate
frequencies were
interpolated
from the table. No harmonic
or intermodulation
distortion
was measurable for the range of amplitudes and frequencies used.

the computer and displayed as points in dot raster plots (e.g., Fig.
2). Each row of dots represents spike activity before, during, and
after a 200-ms sound burst. Frequencies
were presented in a
pseudorandom
order and sorted along the frequency axis by the
computer. Data were acquired in 500-ms sweeps with the use of a
binwidth of 2 ms with a lOO-ms delay until stimulus onset. Histograms could be taken with respect to either the time or frequency axis from the dot rasters.
Irregularly
spaced 200-ms noise pulses were usually used as
search stimulus to find and isolate auditory units. Single units
were tested with sets of pure and complex tones, as well as white
noise, at several intensities. The pure-tone frequencies and complex-tone components
were taken from the table of calibrated
frequencies. The complex tones were usually composed of harmonic components
l-8, component
1 being the fundamental
(FO). Missing fundamental
stimuli contained up to component
11. Complex tones with frequencies > 18,000 Hz were presented
with those components absent. To assess for inhibitory
sidebands,
best-frequency
(BF) tones were presented at 20-30 dB above
threshold together with a pure-tone series at the same or a different intensity.
PURE TONES

COMPLEX TONES (l-8)

Surgical procedures
A stainless steel chamber was stereotactically
implanted
vertically over the auditory cortex under aseptic precautions and pentobarbital sodium anesthesia (35 mg/kg ip). A trephination
with a
2 cm diam was made in the parietal bone with its center located
5.9 mm anterior to the stereotaxic ear bar zero and 20.5 mm
lateral from the midline (coordinates
adapted from Pfingst and
O’Conner 1980) and stainless steel anchoring screws were placed
around the chamber in the skull bone. The chamber was set in
place with a stereotaxic positioning
device and cemented to the
skull with dental acrylic together with a stainless steel holding rod
used later to immobilize
the head during recording sessions. A
threaded Teflon cap was screwed onto the chamber to seal it. The
meninges were left intact. The animals were allowed at least 1 wk
to recover before the recording sessions were begun.
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Recording procedures
Recordings were obtained in daily sessions of l-2 h during
weekdays. The animals were continuously
observed by closedcircuit television. They commonly produced hand- and saccadic
eye movements.
When drowsiness
was suspected they were
alerted by briefly opening the door or by acoustic or somatosensory stimulation.
They were thus usually alert. Epoxylite-coated
tungsten microelectrodes
(0.8-2.0 MR impedance at 1 kHz) were
used to record extracellular
action potentials
from cortical
neurons. The electrode tips were protected when penetrating the
dura mater by a 22-gauge stainless steel guide tube. The electrode
was attached to the microdrive
so that it was recessed 1.2 mm
within the guide tube when the microdrive was fully retracted.
The monkey’s head was immobilized
by bolting the stainless
steel holding rod to a socket attached to the primate chair in
which the monkey sat during recording. A Trent Wells X-Y positioner affixed to the chamber provided definition
of electrodetrack coordinates within a 1.OO X 1.OO-cm grid. The guide tube
and electrode were inserted into parietal cortex above the superior
temporal plane, and the electrode was advanced into auditory
cortex with the microdrive.
The amplified spike signals from the microelectrode
were fed
into a window discriminator
and to a digital storage oscilloscope.
Each discriminated
spike waveform was compared with a previously stored reference waveform to ensure absolute isolation of
single neurons. Pulses from the discriminator
were conducted to
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an estimated CF of 1,000 Hz.
to pure tones, and right column
of rasters shows responses to complex tones (components 1-8, with 1
being the fundamental). Each dot in the rasters denotes an action potential. Y-axes represent fundamental-or pure-tone frequency-of the stimulus along a logarithmic scale in 9 1 equal steps from 84 to 18,000 Hz.
Frequencies are shown in kHz. X-axes represent time measured in 2-ms
bins. Bars indicate 200-ms-stimulus sound bursts. Frequency histograms
(FH) to the right of each raster are computed by counting dots between the
2 vertical lines in rasters. FH y-axes are the same as in rasters. FH x-axes
represent spike counts. Two bottom panels show rate-level functions for
pure tones at CF and noise. Y-axes represent spike counts and x-axes
stimulus amplitude in dB SPL. Evoked responses to tones or noise (0) were
determined by counting spikes between 20 and 250 ms after onset of 40
repeated bursts. Spontaneous activity (+) was estimated by counting spikes
in the 100 ms before each stimulus.
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At the end of the series of electrode tracks in an animal, placed
over a period of several months, two or three small electrolytic
lesions (10 PA cathodic current for 10 s through a recording microelectrode) were placed at selected recording sites. After a period of at least 3 days the animal was killed by transcardiac perfusion with warm saline under deep barbiturate anesthesia. The
brain was fixed by subsequent perfusion with 10% buffered formalin and postfixed for 7 days by immersion in the same solution. The fixed brain was embedded in celloidin (M4) or frozen
(A42 and iV3) and cut into 30-pm sections that were stained with
cresyl violet or Thionine. The sections were then examined under
the microscope to locate the electrolytic lesions, electrode tracks,
and primary auditory koniocortex. The criteria and nomenclature of Pandya and his co-workers (Galaburda and Pandya 1983;
Pandya and Sanides 1973) were adopted.

TONES

neous” category is characterized by a combination
erties of two or more of the other classes.
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F neurons

An example of a F neuron is presented in Fig. 2. Each
dot in the raster displays represents one action potential. In
the left column of rasters, responses to pure tones are
shown at three intensities (20,40, and 60 dB SPL). It can be
seen that both the number of spikes per stimulation frequency as well as the frequency range producing a response
increases with intensity. The increasing response bandwidth is better appreciated when all spikes in the time window, indicated by the vertical bars in the rasters, are
summed to yield frequency histograms (FH) shown to the
RESULTS
right of each raster. From these FHs, a BF can be derived,
BF
being the frequency with the greatest response-rate
Responses to pure tones, harmonic complex tones, and
probability.
As evident in the pure-tone FHs, the BF was
noise at various intensities were obtained from 476
not
as
well
defined at high intensities as it was close to
neurons isolated from 176 electrode tracks in the primary
threshold.
Thresholds
were not precisely determined in
auditory cortex and adjacent cortical areas in three rhesus
these
experiments,
although
the lowest intensity plots were
monkeys. The spectral selectivities displayed in all neuroobtained
within
10
or
20
dB
of threshold (lower intensity
nal responses can be described as relatively simple filter
stimuli
yielding
no
visible
response).
BF at the lowest refunctions. Responses are usually dominated by one excitsponse
intensity
was
accepted
as
an
estimate
for the charatory response area combined with one or more inhibitory
acteristic
frequency
(CF)
of
the
neuron,
and
corresponding
bands that are generally contiguous with the excitatory response area in a frequency/intensity
coordinate system. A CF values are the bases for neuronal frequency specificities
in this report as given, for example, in Table 1 or Figs. 14
large response variety in both excitatory and inhibitory
and 15. F neurons often had monotonic spike rate/intenfrequency bands suggested that neuronal filter functions
sity
functions for CF stimuli over the available intensity
varied continuously along several dimensions including
range.
As exemplified in the diagram below the pure-tone
the neuron’s excitatory bandwidth, the response strength,
rasters
(Fig. 2), the complete dynamic range was not
and the frequency range and power of inhibition. (The
usually
measured because of the severe limitations in reterm “inhibition”
is used in this report to describe deprescording
time (maximum 2 h) for each neuron in these alert
sion of spontaneous or evoked impulse rate without imprimate
preparations.
plying assumptions about the nature or location of possible
The
right
column of rasters in Fig. 2 shows the responses
responsible synaptic mechanisms.) Along this multidimenof
this
neuron
to harmonic complexes consisting of the
sional continuum in spectral responsiveness of cortical
lowest
eight
consecutive
components at the same intensity
neurons, it proved useful to distinguish five elementary
response classes. These include 1) filter (F) neurons, 2) per component used for the pure tones (20,40, and 60 dB
high-resolution filter (HRF) neurons, 3) F0 neurons, 4) SPL). Raster plot and FH ordinates represent the fundamental frequency (component 1 or FO). It can be seen that
wideband (WB) neurons, and 5) narrowband
(NB)
the frequency range now extends from the upper pure-tone
neurons.
response limit (Fu) to frequencies much lower than the
It was possible to classify 25 1 neurons in this manner.
The relative distribution of these classes is given in Table 1 lower frequency limit (F 1) for pure tones. This extension of
along with the BF ranges for each class. The quasi filter the frequency-response range to low frequencies is readily
(QF) neurons listed in Table 1 are very similar to F understood on the basis of the frequency composition of
neurons but share an important property of F0 neurons to the stimulus complexes that contained components up to
three octaves above the fundamental frequency. As illussome extent. The neuron group listed under the “miscellatrated in Fig. 3, the lowest response frequency should correspond to three octaves below the pure-tone Fl (Fig. 3B),
TABLE 1. Cortical neurons
whereas the high frequency limit of the complex-tone response area should coincide with the pure-tone Fu (Fig.
Class
CF Range
n
Percent
3C). The heavy vertical lines to the Ieft and right in Fig. 3
summarize the frequency-response ranges for pure tones
Filter (F)
184-18,000
52
21
Quasi filter (QF)
1OO- 18,000
79
32
and complex tones, respectively. Such a response pattern
High resolution filter (HRF)
330-l 1,450
27
11
would be expected of a simple band-pass filter (hence the
Fundamental (Fo)
I70-2,800
8
3
name “filter neurons”). A criterion for the classification of
Narrowband (NB)
loo-280
7
3
F neurons was that stimulus components present between
Wideband (WB)
248-9,100
4
9
Miscellaneous
1OO- 18,000
67
27
Fu and Fl should generally yield a response, that is, eight
component
complexes had to extend the response area at
Total
251
100
least two, but not more than three, octaves below Fl .
CF, characteristic frequency; n, number of neurons tested.
Presence of more than one component of the complex in
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the pure-tone response area should increase the response
strength as long as the unit’s response firing rate is not
saturated. This trend is evident in Fig. 2 when the FHs for
pure and complex tones are compared. Similarly, relatively
stronger responses should result from wideband noise stimuli, which is suggested in the rate/intensity diagram below
the right raster column in Fig. 2. It is, however, impossible
to arrive at a systematic quantitative evaluation of such
relationships because the background firing rate of neurons
varied widely during all recording sessions, and a simple
response magnitude estimate (difference between evoked
and spontaneous rate) is probably not valid in the alert
cortex. F neurons are the most commonly observed neuron
class. Because their estimated CFs ranged from 184 to
18,000 Hz, they appear to represent the entire audible frequency range. There was no clear evidence for inhibitory
sidebands in the dot rasters and FHs, and when an attempt
was made to suppress a BF response with a second puretone stimulus at systematically altered frequencies, there
was also no indication for inhibition along the frequency
dimension in F neurons. In summary, units were classified
as F neurons if they responded well to pure tones and noise
and displayed no convincing evidence for sideband inhibition. The fundamentals of the complex-tone response areas
covered single-frequency ranges extending from pure-tone
Fu to at least two octaves (but not exceeding 3 octaves)
below Fl . If the lowest fundamental for complex-tone responses extended to the lowest frequency tested (84 Hz) but
less than two octaves below Fl, it was also counted as F
neuron provided the other criteria were met.
A majority of cells (32%, Table 1, QF neurons) exhibited
response characteristics that were similar in all respects to F
neurons except that the extension of the response range for
complex tones to frequencies below the pure-tone Fl was
less than two octaves. Since the available data on these cells
do not allow to define relevant inhibitory or suppressive
mechanisms, they are listed in Table 1 as a separate class of
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FIG. 4. Responses of a HRF neuron (unit J-2-C) with an estimated CF
of 4,200 Hz. Le# column of rasters and FHs contains responses to pure
tones, and the right column shows responses to complex tones with components l-8. Axes of rasters and histograms are as described in Fig. 2.
Numbers to the left of each row designate the SPL of the stimulus in dB
SPL.

QF cells. This name is meant to stress the possibility that
these cells may be a simple variation of F neurons.
HRF neurons

If the pure-tone response range in Fig. 3 (the heavy line
to the left) would be narrower than the separation between
frequency components of the complex tones, single components would give rise to individual response ranges as the
fundamental frequencies would be stepped from low to
high. This would result in a series of discrete complex-tone
response areas, that is, the heavy bar to the right would
have to be drawn fragmented. Neurons with such a series of
distinct complex-tone
response areas were classified as
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FIG. 3. Prediction of complex-tone responses from a F neuron’s puretone response area. Harmonic complexes contain components 1-8. Frequency is represented along a vertical logarithmic scale. Unit’s upper and
lower pure-tone response limits, Fu and Fl, are shown as long horizontal
lines. Pure-tone response area is illustrated by a thick vertical bar on the
/eB. Four examples of complex tones are shown, represented by sets of
horizontal lines, one line for each component of the complex. Bottom line
in each set represents the fundamental of the complex. In complex A all
components are below F 1; in B the highest component is just above Fl ; in
C the lowest component is just below Fu, and in D all complex-tone
components are above Fu. Vertical bar on the right shows the range of
fundamental frequencies for complexes with components in the pure-tone
response area, which extends from Fu to 3 octaves below Fl .
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HRF neurons, because they could be modeled by the assumption of simple narrow band-pass-filter characteristics.
An example is shown in Fig. 4. The narrow frequency-response areas resulting from pure-tone stimuli differ strikingly from the response ranges of F neurons. There is only a
slight widening of the bandwidth with increasing stimulus
intensity. The individual response bands displayed in the
rasters for complex tones (right) are a direct consequence of
the narrow pure-tone response band resulting in individual
peaks in the FHs. To clarify the complex-tone response
pattern further, it is useful to consider a hypothetical HRF
neuron responding only to pure tones at the CF. As the
fundamental frequency of an eight-component
harmonic
complex is increased, the first component to enter the receptive field will be the eighth component. The neural response, plotted at the fundamental frequency, will appear
on the raster display and FH at one-eighth of the CF. As the
seventh component enters, a response will appear at a fundamental that is one-seventh of the CF, and so forth. The
resulting plot will have response bands at the first through
the eighth subharmonics of the CF. Figure 5 compares the
subharmonics of 4,200 Hz (the CF of the HRF neuron in
Fig. 4) with the center frequencies of each band in the
complex-tone response at 40 dB. The close correspondence
of both lists suggests that a simple narrowband-pass-filter
function can indeed account for the complex-tone response pattern in this HRF neuron. In further support of

this hypothesis, Fig. 6 shows the correlation between observed and predicted frequency values for the bands in the
complex-tone responses of all HRF neurons. The neuronal
BFs are represented along the horizontal axis. The vertical
axis shows the frequencies of the FH peaks normalized to
the BF; the horizontal lines show the subharmonics for the
BFs. The measured values appear to be reasonably well
clustered about the lines. A x2 test verifies the closeness-offit of the measured values to the predicted subharmonics of
BF to a P = 0.05 level. It appears that this population of
cortical neurons can respond discretely to components of
harmonic complex tones.
As a rule the complex-tone
response bands of HRF
neurons were most distinct for F0 frequencies close to
pure-tone BF because the frequency separation of the lowest components is greatest along the logarithmic frequency
scale. Bands resulting from lower fundamentals (lower
subharmonics) are correspondingly less well defined. Because the response bandwidth for pure tones varied, the
number of response bands would differ as well. These numbers are listed for HRF neurons in Table 2 together with
the stimulus-intensity ranges over which such neuronal resolving power could be observed. In Table 3, it is shown
how estimated CFs of HRF neurons are distributed over
the frequency range subdivided into seven octaves. The
apparent predominance of midfrequency CF values does
TABLE

TABLE

2.

HRF neurons

Maximum Components
Resolved

Number of Units

2
3
4
5
6
7

4

1 O-30

12
5
2
1
1

10-30
1O-50
10-35
40
30

Dynamic ranges given in decibels. HRF, high-resolution

Dynamic Range

filter.

3.

Distribution of CFs of HRF neurons in 7 octaves

Frequency Range

Resolver Neurons with CF

125-250
250-500
500- 1,000
1,ooo-2,000
2,000-4,000
4,000-8,000
8,000- 16,000

0
5
3
12
3
2
2

Frequency range given in Hz. CF, characteristic frequency; HRF, highresolution filter.
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not imply that midfrequency CFs are more likely for HRF
neurons because the same CF values predominated over
the entire neuron sample (cf. Fig. 13 to Fig. 15).
It is evident in Fig. 4 that there was a tendency for spike
suppression in frequency areas immediately adjacent to
excitatory response bands. Corresponding sideband inhibition was observed in several HRF neurons with two-tone
testing and is probably responsible to some extent for the
narrow frequency range as well as the very limited growths
of the response bandwidth with intensity that is characteristic for HRF neurons. All of these cells responded well to
noise stimuli, although some had nonmonotonic rate-level
functions with white noise, pointing again to inhibitory
response areas.

F. neurons
An example of this neuron class is shown in Fig. 7, A and
B. The main criterion for F0 neurons is that frequency
tuning for pure tones is similar to that for fundamental

frequencies of complex tones. It can be seen in the puretone raster plots and FHs that the response bandwidth was
relatively constant with respect to stimulus intensity. Response amplitudes to pure tones saturated within some
20-40 dB of threshold, and there was a suppression of spike
activity at frequencies below the pure-tone excitatory band.
This low-frequency inhibitory sideband seems to be the
cause for tuning to the fundamental
frequency that is
shown in the complex-tone rasters and FHs of Fig. 7A.
Upper harmonic components falling into the inhibitory
sideband would simply suppress spike activity so that only
the fundamental frequency could activate the neuron. The
low-frequency inhibition becomes stronger with increasing
intensities. This is shown in the two-tone rasters and FHs
of Fig. 7B where a CF tone at 40 dB was presented together
with second tones of systematically changing frequencies.
The inhibitory sideband is clearly evident by the suppression of the CF tone response with 60-dB suppressor tones.
In the 50-dB, two-tone plot it can be seen that the inhibi-
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tory sideband extends into the CF area so that only responses very close to the CF remain.
It may be tempting to consider neurons equally well
tuned to complex fundamentals and pure tones as pitch
encoders, because they respond similarly to physically different tones with the same periodicities. The response pattern of the neuron of Fig. 7, A and B, cannot reflect a
specific pitch, however, because there is no response to
missing fundamentals. Examples are shown for complex
tones consisting of components 4-l 1 in Fig. 7B. Figure 8
explains why complexes missing their fundamentals and
lower components cannot cause strong responses in Fo
neurons when the fundamental frequency is equal to the
pure-tone BF. The physically presented stimulus components are shown as solid lines and the missing three lowest
components, including the fundamental, as dashed lines.
Fundamental frequencies that might lead to an excitation
would fall within the frequency range indicated by the
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heavy bar to the right if response selectivity were entirely
determined by the pure-tone excitatory response area (as in
F neurons). Because there is an additional low-frequency
inhibitory sideband in F0 neurons, no response at all is
seen. An additional reason for the lack of responses to
missing fundamental complexes in the unit of Fig. 7, A and
B, is that the corresponding
fundamental
frequencies
would extend below the plotted frequency range.
Overall, F0 neurons responded well to a wide variety of
sound stimuli, including pure and complex tones as well as
noise. As exemplified in the panels at the bottom of Fig. 7B,
intensity/rate functions were generally monotonic.
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FIG. 9. Responses of a WB neuron to pure tones, complex tones, and
noise at 50 dB SPL.

It was demonstrated above that F neurons can produce a
stronger response if the number of frequency components
falling into the pure-tone response area is increased, even if
the amplitude per component is kept constant. The reason
is, of course, that the total sound energy of multicomponent or wideband stimuli is greater than that of pure tones
at the same spectrum level. An eight-component complex
tone has 8 times greater total energy than a pure tone at the
same level, corresponding to an increase of 9 dB (3 dB per
doubling of energy). A cell was classified as a wideband
neuron if it responded better to an eight-component complex-tone series than to a pure tone having a IO-dB-greater
spectrum level. An example is shown in Fig. 9. Spectrum
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level for all three plots was 50 dB SPL, an intensity that
would always yield pure-tone responses in F neurons with
midrange CFs. No such response can be observed in the
pure-tone raster and FH for this cell. There is, however, a
strong response to complex tones as well as to noise. The
peak amplitude in the FH of the complex-tone series is
approximately identical with the amplitude for the noise
dot raster that was, of course, obtained by simply repeating
identical noise stimuli 40 times. The histogram to the right
merely indicates amplitude variability for the same stimulus. The eight-component complex can thus have the same
excitatory effect as wideband noise. This suggests that inhibitory interactions cannot be strong, a conclusion that
generally applies to WB neurons.

NB neurons
A typical NB neuron is shown in Fig. 10. A very narrow
range of pure tones around the CF of 12 1 Hz excites this
cell, whereas no response is seen during stimulation with
either complex tones or wideband noise at the same spectrum level (40 dB SPL). The two-tone test in the bottom dot
raster and FH shows a powerful inhibitory sideband for
frequencies above the pure-tone response area, whereas inhibition for frequencies below Fl is less convincing. The
inhibition seems to be predominant during the first onehalf of the response time. The inhibitory sideband explains
the elimination of the response to complex tones because
stimulation of the inhibitory band with upper components
would abolish excitation by the fundamental and other low
harmonics. The influence of the inhibitory sideband is also
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expressed in the nonmonotonic
rate-level curve for pure
tones. There was very little response to noise as the noise
rate-level function shows. All NB neurons observed had
low CFs (maximum 280 Hz). Because of the small sample
size, it remains uncertain if this response pattern represents
a low-frequency specialization. The principle distinguishing criterion between NB and HRF neurons is that the
former do not respond well to wideband stimulation
whereas the latter do.
Miscellaneous

response types

For a relatively large proportion of cells (27%) a decision
about class membership could not be readily made, usually
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because their response patterns had attributes of two or
more of the above classes. One example is shown in Fig. 11.
Responses to pure and complex tones are compared at one
spectrum level of 40 dB SPL. The response during the
stimulus resembles that of a F0 neuron with the characteristic low-frequency inhibitory sideband. The rebound activation after the inhibition (“off’ response), on the other
hand, follows the F-neuron pattern. It may appear justified
to classify such neurons with contrasting responses during
and after the stimulus according to the response during the
stimulus, because sound coding necessary for perception is
certainly complete before the 200-ms sound stimulus is
over. We did, however, not do this because we do not know
the functional consequence of the off response.
There were also neurons with two excitatory response
areas, an example being shown in Fig. 12A. Such neurons
may perhaps be considered to produce the inverse response
patterns of NB or HRF cells, as would be expected of inhibitory interneurons providing sideband inhibition.
Figure 12B shows another neuron that was not classified
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The distribution of estimated CFs of recorded neurons of
all classes is shown in Fig. 13. The predominance of the
midrange octaves may appear surprising in view of the fact
that the monkey’s auditory range extends to more than 45
kHz (Stebbins et al. 1966). A certain bias toward frequencies yielding the lowest thresholds in the ear may have been
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like a regular F neuron. The wideband “on” response is
probably not simply fed forward from cochlear afferents
with a strong on response in the tail section of a correspondingly high-frequency tuning-curve fiber, because the
cortical on response was also present at low intensities.
More limited widening of onset bandwidths was also observed in neurons that were easier to classify (see, for example, the HRF neuron of Fig. 4 and the Fo neuron of Fig. 7).
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introduced because we usually kept our stimulation intensity within 60-70 dB SPL to avoid distortion problems.
More likely however, is, a relative over-representation of
the midrange octaves, which appear to occupy a disproportionately large cortical territory (cf. Figs. 6, 8, 9, and 12 of
Merzenich and Brugge 1973). CF ranges for the main
neuron classes are listed in Table 1.
Intermodulation
distortion products generated in the ear
by complex-tone stimulation did not appear to contribute
significantly to our data. Twenty-three cortical neurons
were tested with complexes missing their fundamental,
their CFs ranging from 170-3,700 Hz, and amplitudes
being varied between 10 and 60 dB SPL. Both F and F0
neurons were included in this sample. There was no evidence of responses at the frequency of the missing fundamental that could be produced by difference tones (F2-Fl),
cubic difference tones (2Fl -F2, which are prominent in the
cochlea, Evans 197 5) or other intermodulation
products.
This is probably due to the intensity limitations for our
stimuli, because difference or cubic-difference tones are
heard by humans if component amplitudes are above
~5 l-60 dB SPL (Plomp 1965, Smoorenburg 1972).
Distribution of response characteristics
over the cortical surface
A topographic map of neuronal firing characteristics
cannot be assembled from recordings obtained over several
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months in the alert monkey. Reasons for this are that relative positions of brain structures with respect to electrode
target positions may have varied from time-to-time, and
small pathological events associated with electrode penetration may have occurred. We, therefore, do not present
systematic cortical maps for CFs and neuron classes but
simply grid positions of recording tracks derived from the
X-Y positioner placed on the chamber during recording
sessions for two monkeys. In these two monkey brains several electrolytic lesions derived from recording electrodes
were found in koniocortex (kam and kalt) indicating that a
large number of recordings must have been derived from
primary auditory cortex (AI). The distribution
of CFs
across the X-Y positioner grids shown in Figs. 14A and 15A
support this notion. The lesion shown in Fig. 16A corresponds to the track marked with a circle in Fig. 14A. From
the accompanying illustrations of response-class distributions, it may be concluded that F and HRF neurons dominate the populations in AI. This conclusion is further emphasized by the fact that the majority of unclassified
neurons (shown as circles) consists of QF neurons. It is less
certain whether the other neuron classes predominate in
cortical areas adjacent to AI. In one monkey (1M2) all electrode penetrations passed into the superior temporal plane
posterior to the AI koniocortex. A lesion caused in this area
in 1M4 (Fig. 16B) was caused by the penetration identified
with a triangle in Fig. 14A. Although all response classes
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FIG. 16. A: lesion in auditory koniocortex caused by a microelectrode penetrating AI at the position marked with a circle
in Fig. 14A. B: lesion in the posterior temporal plane just caudal to koniocortex at the position marked with a triangle in Fig.
l4A. Arrows point to lesions

described in this report were found in this cortical region as
well, there were few F neurons and relatively many NB
neurons.
DISCUSSION

Spectral representation of complex sound in alert cortex
It is of fundamental interest to know whether the topographical display of input in sensory cortex reflects primarily an organization of perceptual quality or merely a parsimonious packing arrangement of input fibers (which may
still be guided by some functional principle). In the visual
and somatosensory systems this question is not readily resolved because fiber-packing geometry in these afferent
pathways coincides with a topographic organization of perceptual space-the parameter roughly displayed over the
cortical surface. In the auditory system it seems clearer that
the determinant for cortical topography is better explained
by fiber packing. If there was a perceptual correlate for the
tonotopic organization in the auditory system, it would be
pure tone pitch. There was no indication that auditory
cortex neurons were selective to a combination of stimulus

parameters that might be relevant for the perception of
pitch. No selectivity for combinations of harmonic components was observed, and there was no hint that any of these
cells might receive the output of a periodicity detector at
lower levels. Untrained humans have difficulty in distinguishing pure and complex tones, whereas pitches are
readily identified irrespective of tone complexity. Tonal
pitch is not yet known to be topographically displayed in
auditory cortex or anywhere else in the auditory system. In
a recent neuromagnetic study of human auditory cortex,
Pantev et al. (1989) have claimed that “tonotopic organization of primary auditory cortex reflects the pitch rather
than the frequency of the stimulus.” They did not, however, show that they were monitoring primary cortex. Furthermore, they used a narrowband noise to mask the missing fundamental. This noise was almost certainly changed
when the test tone was switched on and off and could thus
produce a neuromagnetic response. Finally, it is unlikely
that the human AI organization is radically different from
that of another primate for whom we present more direct
evidence here. In monkey AI it is certain that the topographic organization follows the spectral composition of
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sound that is, of course, a direct reflection of the basilar
membrane innervation pattern. The topographically displayed sound spectrum does not have a simple perceptual
correlate. Sounds with different spectra can, of course, be
distinguished along several dimensions, but there is no indication that any such dimension corresponds to a topographic organization of the cortical surface. Strictly speaking, the organization of the auditory cortex and lower stations is not tonotopic but “cochleotopic.”
Neuron classes

Because cortex represents a relatively high station in the
auditory pathway, neural signals representing sound would
be expected to be refined by processing within or before the
cortex. The only refinement in the response patterns of
alert cortical neurons reported here relates to spectral properties of sound, and the neuron classes described illustrate
how the spectra of simple or complex sounds are represented in alert cortex.
F NEURONS.
F neurons are similar to primary cochlear
afferents (cf. Evans 1975) as they increase their frequencyresponse bandwidth
monotonically
with intensity. A
quantitative comparison with cochlear primaries was not
possible because the fine structure of tuning curves would
have to depend on response averaging for which we would
need more recording time than available, and on a wider
range of pure-tone intensities that were not available in our
preparation in which free-field sound delivery with minimal distortion was required. Dynamic ranges of F neurons
may, however, sometimes be wider than for primaries, and
the tail portion of tuning curves so characteristic for cochlear afferents may not be well developed in F neurons, as
reported in the anesthetized cat stimulated through a sealed
sound system (Phillips et al. 1985). Nevertheless, it is interesting that the spectral specificity of cochlear output fibers
remains relatively unchanged through five stations of the
auditory pathway [including the anteroventral cochlear
nucleus (AVCN), the medial and lateral superior olivary
nuclei (MSO, LSO), the inferior colliculus (IC), the medial
geniculate body (MGB), and the AI]. Thus the cortex has
access to a relatively pure representation of low-level sensory input. At all these stations there appear to be units
without inhibitory sidebands (Aitkin et al. 1975; Evans and
Nelson 1973; Guinan et al. 1972; Irvine 1986; Phillips and
Irvine 198 1; Ryan and Miller 1978). Response areas for
cochlear afferents have not been mapped with low-component harmonic complexes. It seems clear, however, that
they should respond essentially like F neurons.
QF NEURONS.
QF response patterns should permit a classification as F neurons if the reduced complex-tone response range could be explained by mechanisms other than
frequency-specific lateral inhibition. If the complex-tonerange reduction is due to a weak lower frequency inhibitory
sideband, however, these cells might be related to F0
neurons. It would be interesting to know if the relative
reduction of the low-fundamental
frequency range displayed in complex-tone responses of QF neurons can also
be observed in some cochlear afferents. This would argue
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against the necessary involvement of low-frequency inhibitory sidebands. Combination of two-tone suppression (cf.
Evans 1975) in a number of converging cochlear afferents
with different thresholds could also be involved. An inclusion of all QF neurons into the F-neuron group would lead
to the important conclusion that the majority of neurons
recorded in the alert auditory cortex, certainly a majority in
AI, has F characteristics. Because the spectral selectivity of
F neurons is highly intensity dependent, it may therefore
be questioned how important frequency selectivity is for AI
function. There are, however, three neuron classes with
greater frequency-resolving power, the HRF, NB, and F0
neurons. In all three, a high-frequency resolution is maintained over a wide-intensity range.
HRF
NEURONS.
HRF neurons can resolve narrow frequency bands, although they are not selective for them
because they respond to wideband stimuli as well. Generally, distinction of sounds on the basis of spectral fine
structure [for example, vowels on the basis of formants
(Flanagan 1972), musical instruments, or voices on the
basis of their timbre] would depend on such frequency
selectivity without response suppression by broadband
stimulation. Components of harmonic complexes might be
read out from an array of HRF neurons and thus provide
the estimate of component frequencies required by several
theories on pitch perception (Goldstein 1973; Terhardt
1972; Wightman 1973) during listening in the “synthetic
mode” (Terhardt 1972) (when the complex is heard as one
unified sound with one pitch). Also the perceptual identification of components in the “analytic” mode (Terhardt
1972) of listening (when components are individually
heard as tones in a chord) may depend on HRF neurons.
Up to seven harmonics could be distinguished in the HRF
responses, and lower harmonics are resolved with greater
security. Trained human subjects can typically hear out the
first sixth to eighth partials of a harmonic complex, resolving lower components better (Plomp and Mimpen 1968).
There is also a qualitative correspondence in intensity dependency: neural resolution tended to deteriorate with intensity, being observable over some lo-50 dB. Humans
can resolve components of complex tones up to levels of 80
dB SPL, with performance deteriorating at higher levels
(Pick 1977; Scharf and Meiselman 1977). It is possible that
the smaller intensity range for component resolution in
HRF neurons corresponds to a poorer pure-tone (Sinnott
et al. 1987) and formant (Sinnott and Kreiter 1986) frequency discrimination
in monkeys as compared with
humans, although peripheral filter functions estimated by
psychophysical tuning curves are comparable in humans
and monkeys (Serafin et al. 1982). It is interesting that the
resolving power displayed by neither HRF neurons nor
psychophysical observations matched that observed in the
cochlear nuclei (CN) of cats. AVCN cells can resolve up to
13 harmonics (Smoorenburg and Linschoten 1977), and
narrowly tuned dorsal cochlear nucleus (DCN) neurons
respond to comb-filtered noise (with sinusoidally shaped
spectral peaks at locations of a harmonic series) over a
lOO-dB dynamic range (Evans 1977) whereas the corresponding dynamic range for auditory nerve fibers is 30-40
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dB. Humans attribute a “repetition pitch” (Bilsen 1966) to
comb-filtered noise, provided there is a minimum peak-tovalley ratio that is almost constant when the overall amplitude of the noise is changed from 30 to 120 dB SPL (Bilsen
and ten Kate 1977; Bilsen and Ritsma 1970). It is an open
question if the cat’s superior CN resolving power exists in
primates with less well-differentiated CN (Moore 1980) in
their more “encephalized” auditory system (Heiman-Patterson and Strominger 1985).
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may be merely a coincidence because the sample is small.
The need for spectral sharpening may, on the other hand,
be greatest in the lowest frequency range where peripheral
tuning curves are widest (cf. Evans 1975).

WB NEURONS.
For WB cells an increase in stimulus
bandwidth was more effective than an increase in puretone amplitude. It is easy to see how convergence of many
normally tuned cells could produce such a response pattern
if each input would be below threshold. Type IV cells in the
Fo NEURONS.
F. neurons, which are tuned similarly well DCN of the unanesthetized cat also respond better to noise
to fundamentals
of complexes and pure tones, are not than to pure tones (Young and Brownell 1976); however, it
nearly as narrowly tuned as HRF neurons. Their tuning is, is unlikely that these cells represent the input for cortical
however, also relatively stable with changing intensity,
WB neurons because type IV cells are excited by low-level
which suggests that they may also signal an important
CF tones and inhibited at higher levels (Shofner and Young
spectral attribute of complex sounds. In contrast to F, QF,
1985). No such contrast was seen for cortical WB neurons.
and HRF neurons, sound energy falling into their excitAll neuron classes observed could be modelled by varatory band will not always excite these neurons. Wideband
ious combinations of cochlear afferent filter functions with
stimuli covering both excitatory and inhibitory bands may varying inhibitory sidebands (Tomlinson 1989). The celluin fact be ineffective. Thus these cells are particularly suited lar elements necessary for sideband inhibition are certainly
to detect contrasts. They are maximally responsive if there present in auditory cortex where inhibitory postsynaptic
is no sound energy in the low-frequency inhibitory band
potentials (IPSPs) have been observed (de Ribaupierre et
with all stimulus components occurring at higher frequenal. 1972) and an abundance of GABAergic cells has been
cies. To some extent, this property is analogous to the con- demonstrated (Houser et al. 1984). Sideband inhibition is,
trast sensitivity of simple cells in visual cortex (Hubel and however, also present at lower levels in the auditory pathWiesel 1962). We have also seen two neurons with upper
way including the DCN, the IC, and the MGB (Irvine
inhibitory sidebands, indicating that the inverse of the Fo 1986). It is uncertain to what extent binaural inhibition,
spectral-contrast sensitivity exists as well. Neurons sensi- present at all levels of the auditory CNS (Aitkin and Webtive to either upper or lower spectral-contrast edges have ster 1972; Guinan et al. 1972; Roth et al. 1978; Tsuchitani
been found relatively rarely, which would be plausible if 1988a,b), can also contribute to sidebands.
such responses were not characteristic for AI.
Lateral inhibition
has also been reported for 30% of
neurons in the squirrel monkey auditory cortex (Shamma
NB NEURONS.
NB neurons displayed similarly sharp tuning as HRF neurons. A fundamental difference is that they and Symmes 1985) with upper, lower, or both upper and
lower sidebands being observed (type A units). Twenty
are silenced by wideband stimuli because of inhibitory
sidebands. There are two possible interpretations for the percent (type C cells) displayed no sideband inhibition and
response decline at higher intensities: I) the BF may shift are thus similar to F neurons. Type A might include our
classes of F. and NB. A direct comparison may, however,
with stimulus intensity as BFs for low-frequency cochlear
afferent fibers do (cf. Evans 1975), or 2) the bandwidth of be unwarranted because in the squirrel monkey study the
possibility of binaural inhibitory interaction was ruled out
the inhibitory sideband may increase with stimulus intenby monaural stimuli, and the excitatory and inhibitory
sity [as it does for certain narrowly tuned units in auditory
cortex of bats (Suga and Tsuzuki 1985) and cats (Phillips et tones were staggered in time to maximize inhibitory interaction, whereas our tones were always presented simultaal. 1985)]. Because the area under the FH curve is usually
reduced with increasing intensity in NB neurons, the sec- neously and binaurally (free field).
ond of the two mechanisms seems to be involved, perhaps
in addition to the first one. It is not certain to which extent
Cortical processing of complex sounds
the high proportion (65%) of cells with “narrow” tuning
described in alert squirrel monkey cortex (Pelleg-Toiba and
All spectral characteristics of complex sounds may be
Wollberg 1989) corresponds to NB or HRF neurons be- encoded by a complete array of neurons with very narrow
cause no wideband stimuli were used to define them. A NB tuning curves. It may be asked, therefore, why there are so
neuron might result from a combination of outputs from
many different neuronal pure-tone response bandwidths in
F. cells and units with high-frequency
inhibitory side- auditory cortex. Simple interpretations would be that not
all neuron classes participate in spectral sound analysis or
bands. It is, however, also noteworthy that they are similar
to type II neurons in the DCN (Shofner and Young 1985; that different neuron classes represent different stages in
Young and Voigt 1982), which are thought to be local computational
hierarchy. One might also follow Marr’s
inhibitory interneurons (Voigt and Young 1980). Because ( 1980) logic for spatial resolution in the visual cortex and
NB cells are silenced by broad-band complexes, they can suggest that there should be parallel arrays of units with
hardly contribute to identification of complex sound prop- different bandwidths to guarantee fast and economic proerties including pitch or formant specification. These cells cessing: overall frequency ranges would be estimated by
might evaluate the spectral purity of a sound. NB neurons broadly tuned neurons whereas fine detail would depend
have only been found in the lowest frequency range. This on narrow tuning curves, just like large and small retinal
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receptive fields would be required in visual cortex to process large contours containing small shapes. Existence of
both broadly and narrowly tuned cortical units has also
been reported in the alert chinchilla (Tomlinson et al.
1986) and alert cat (Goldstein et al. 1968).
It seems not unreasonable to expect neural structures
specialized to process harmonic complexes. Musical pitch
is defined in a harmonic framework, and pitch theories
have been proposed in which stimuli are matched to some
internal representation
of harmonic (Goldstein 1973;
Wightman 1973) or subharmonic (Terhardt 1972) series.
Voiced vocalizations including human vowels (Flanagan
1972) and monkey calls (Green 1975; Rowe11 and Hinde
1962; Winter et al. 1966) are harmonically structured. Yet,
there is no evidence for neurons selective for harmonically
related components of complexes, just as there is no certainty about neuronal selectivity for specific primate vocalizations (Glass and Wolberg 1979; Mueller-Preuss 1986;
Newman and Lindsley 1976; Newman and Wolberg 1973;
Winter and Funkenstein 1973). Neurons in field L of the
trained mynah have been reported to discriminate between
vowels (Langner et al. 198 1). The only convincing evidence
for the expected kind of combination sensitivity has been
reported by Suga and his collaborators (Suga et al. 1979,
1983; Suga and Tsuzuki 1985; Tsuzuki and Suga 1988)
who described neurons in the echolocating mustache bat’s
cortex that are selective for combinations of a harmonic
component of the echolocation call and the doppler-shifted
echo of a different component. These neurons are often not
selective for harmonically related components of a complex but rather for a specific deviation from the harmonic
relationship that is used by the bat to locate its prey. It is
further noteworthy
that such combination-sensitive
neurons have not been found in the bat’s AI but in specialized areas located some distance away from AI. It may,
therefore, prove fruitful to look for combination-sensitive
neurons at some distance from AI in primates.
A variety of amplitude-modulated
(AM) sounds have
also been used to characterize cortical neurons. A sinusoidally AM pure tone, for example, has a spectrum of three
harmonically
related components. Neurons responding
optimally to certain AM frequencies (Schreiner and Urbas
1988) cannot, however, be considered to be combination
sensitive to stimulus patterns relevant for pitch because
tuning to modulation frequencies was poor, limited to frequencies < 100 Hz, and not related to the neuron’s puretone BFs. Similar arguments hold for sensitivity to AM
frequencies observed in field L of the forebrain of mynahs
(Hose 1987). There was also no relationship between cat
cortical-unit sensitivity to periodically interrupted noise
and the unit’s CF (Kiang and Goldstein 1959). Further, no
selectivity was observed for certain click repetition rates,
although cortical neurons could respond to clicks up to
1,000 imp/s (Goldstein et al. 197 1; de Ribaupierre et al.
1972). Thus studies concentrating on sound periodicity
have also failed to detect any neuronal selectivity for harmonic complexes. A conclusion of the present investigation on spectral properties is that such selectivity is not
likely to be found in AI. Its existence elsewhere is, however,
not excluded.
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There is good reason to believe that complex-tone analysis depends on cortical function. Although simple frequency discrimination
appears to be spared after cortical
lesion (Elliot and Trahoitis 1972), monkeys cannot discriminate between different types of their “coo” vocalizations after superior temporal gyrus lesion even if cortical
deafness (threshold shifts) had been compensated by amplification and equalization (Heffner and Heffner 1989).
Monkeys with auditory cortex defects also cannot discriminate between interrupted noise at low- (lo-80 Hz) and
high-repetition rates (300 Hz) (Symmes 1966). Cats trained
to discriminate the missing fundamental lost that ability
after extensive auditory cortex lesions (Whitfield 1980)
and perception of the missing fundamental is also impaired
in human patients with surgical ablation of Heschl’s gyri
(Zatorre 1988). If arrays of combination-sensitive
neurons
suitable for such complex sound processing cannot be
found in cortical fields other than those explored in our
study, pitch perception and similar skills might depend on
large-scale parallel processing of response patterns of the
kind described here. A theory proposing how that might
work would still have to be formulated.
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